A procedure for the construction of balanced orthogonal nonseparable quincunx multiwavelets, having filters with good lowpass properties, is introduced. The matrix filter bank is viewed as the polyphase matrix of other filters, upon which the lowpass condition is imposed. The multiscaling functions obtained are plotted by means of the cascade algorithm. The process of transforming an image with these wavelets is outlined: formulae for analysis and synthesis are given, the first steps are illustrated with images, and the decomposition of the original image into two input images is addressed. Compression is achieved in a nonlinear process. Experimental results show that (i) the constructed multiwavelets having lowpass properties perform better than other nonseparable multiwavelets, (ii) the energy compaction in the fine detail subbands is greater for the multiwavelets than for the one-dimensional wavelets tried.
INTRODUCTION
In the last 15 years wavelets have been an expanding research field, with many applications such as image compression, image denoising, and pattern recognition, among others. They have proved very efficient in image compression: they have good time-frequency localization, they decorrelate the data and give a sparse representation of the image.
Multiwavelets are a generalization of the wavelet theory. They exploit the spatial correlations between various input images, such as multitemporal images. They can be designed to have several suitable properties simultaneously, such as orthogonality, polynomial approximation, short support and symmetry, see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . They have given good results for signal compression, see [6, 7, 8, 9] . In order to apply multiwavelets, either the input data must be prefiltered (see [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] ) or the multiwavelets themselves must be balanced (see [15, 16] ).
Nonseparable wavelets have been introduced and investigated, and examples have been given in [17, 18, 19] . This is a more general setting than the classical one, nonseparable filters are used, and decimation is achieved with a dilation matrix. In this way the errors of thresholding the transformed coefficients do not lie mainly in the horizontal and vertical directions-which does not agree with our visual system.
In an attempt to unify advances made in both directions: multiwavelets, and nonseparable bidimensional wavelets, examples were built of continuous, nonseparable, orthogonal multiscaling functions in [20] . They are compactly supported, have quincunx decimation, and have polynomial approximation orders (i.e., accuracy) 2 and 3. Their corresponding multiwavelets were also found. In [21] other examples were given, with the additional property of being balanced.
In this work we construct multiwavelets that are balanced, continuous, nonseparable, orthogonal, have quincunx decimation, have accuracy 2 or 3, and whose filters have good lowpass properties, in order to give more energy compaction. Their coefficients are given in the appendix. In Section 2 some general concepts and notation are given. In Section 3 the process of the multiwavelet transform of an image is outlined for these wavelets. Formulae for analysis and synthesis are given. The first steps are illustrated with images. The decomposition of the original image into 2 input images is addressed in Section 4. In Section 5 we show how the multiwavelets are obtained, by imposing lowpass conditions. In Section 6 we explain how compression is achieved in a nonlinear process: this nonlinearity is not the result of the application of a nonlinear operator, but the result of thresholding the coefficients obtained by a linear operator-the multiwavelet transform. We also give several experimental results, comparing the performance of the constructed multiwavelets to that of other nonseparable multiwavelets, and to well-known onedimensional wavelets. Concluding remarks are in Section 7.
NONSEPARABLE ORTHOGONAL QUINCUNX MULTIWAVELETS
Let Φ 1 and Φ 2 be two continuous scaling functions defined over R 2 such that the family
orthonormal. In vector form the dilation equation becomes
where H (k) are 2 × 2 matrices of a matrix filter bank with indices such as (1, 0) H (2, 0) H (3, 0) 0
and D is the dilation matrix. Notation is simplified and Φ 1 (Dx − k) means that we apply Φ 1 to the two components
. We consider two possible dilation matrices: D 1 , a reflection followed by an expansion of √ 2, and D 2 , a rotation followed by an expansion of
For both matrices |D| = | det(D)| = 2,
Both D 1 and D 2 induce a decomposition of the sets of all pairs of integers Z 2 into two cosets: Γ 1 and Γ 2 , forming the quincunx sublattices-black and white squares of a chess-table:
The number of wavelets is |D| − 1 = 1 in both cases. The equation for the multiwavelet, in vector form, is
Finally we recall some general notation. Given a 2d filter F , the Z transform of F is
and the frequency response of F iŝ
Given a 2d signal x, we define x ↓ D (x downsampled with D) as
(8)
ANALYSIS SYNTHESIS FORMULAE
Assume that we decompose the original image X (0) into two input images c 
Figure 1: Analysis-synthesis scheme.
The analysis scheme (see 
We have
where
Writing f (x) as the sum of its projections onto V −1 and
it can be shown that the analysis formulae are
Similarly, it can be shown that the synthesis formula is where
In Figure 2 we have a phone, the original image. We copy the image to begin with and take c (0) Figure 3 we have 4 images, they are the coefficients of one step of the multiwavelet transform d In Figure 4 we have the coefficients of two steps of the same transform: At each step, before the images are processed they have to be periodized, otherwise there are artifacts at the borders. Periodization is different if the frames of the images are normally oriented squares (after the even steps) or diamondoriented squares (after the odd steps).
ONE INPUT IMAGE DECOMPOSED INTO TWO INPUT IMAGES
At the beginning of the process the original image may be copied so as to get two input images, but duplicating the input signal will not help for compression. One squared image is not divided straightforwardly into two squared images. Notice, however, that after one step of the analysis procedure we get two diamond-like matrices of approximation coefficients, and each one has half the size of the original image. Therefore, we decompose the original image into two diamonds. We might build one diamond by cutting out the corners of the original image, and build the other with the rest, but the algorithm (14) mixes information from the two images and this gives poor results for compression. The two input images should be alike, this we manage by separating into two diamonds the pixels belonging to each coset (see Figure 5) .
Notice that in this way all the coefficients of the multiwavelet transform need as much storage as the original image, and can be made to fit into it. 
CONSTRUCTION OF MULTIWAVELETS
In [21] the properties of orthogonality, accuracy and balancing were analyzed, and for each property were derived conditions for the matrix filter coefficients H (k) . The conditions for accuracy or polynomial approximation order were obtained from [22] . All the conditions helped to build examples of different nonseparable multiwavelets, by means of a numerical least-squares optimization routine.
In order to force the filters to have good lowpass properties, we now follow a procedure carried out by Xia [10] in the design of prefilters for 1d multiwavelets. As in the 1d case, a 2 × 2 matrix filter bank is also a polyphase matrix of two filters (see [23] ); the only difference is that here the two filters are two-dimensional.
The approximation coefficients in (14) can be expressed as
where the symbol * denotes discrete 2d convolution, and
1,· be the pixels of the image X (0) on coset Γ 1 , and
2,· be the pixels of the image on coset Γ 2 . Then
We can write (18) as
Now the Z transform of y 1,· and y 2,· is
where 
Furthermore, equation (21) is equivalent to
Since there is one downsampling step in (20) , the approximation coefficients c 
we obtain the lowpass polyphase filter condition (for either dilation matrix
(27) With a numerical optimization routine, we obtained matrix filter coefficients verifying the above requirement plus all the conditions for orthogonality, accuracy two and balancing. Coefficients are given in the appendix. The two scaling functions were plotted with eight iterations of the cascade algorithm, see Figures 6 and 7 .
The corresponding wavelet coefficients G (k) were found in a similar way.
COMPRESSION
After the image has been transformed J steps, we have
(28) Since the system
is orthonormal, the sums of squares of all the coefficients
2,k is equal to the sums of squares of the original coefficients {c
This means that an error in the transformed coefficients is equal to the error in the reconstructed image (in 2-norm). Suppose we fix the number of coefficients to be kept, and discard the rest. Then keeping the largest transformed coefficients in absolute value, and sending the smaller ones to zero, that is, applying a threshold, is a nonlinear process that minimizes the 2-norm error.
With the filter coefficients H (k) and G (k) of the examples found previously, the multiwavelet transforms were applied to three test images: Lena (256 × 256), Cameraman (256 × 256), and Phone (128 × 128). The number of steps taken was such that the final coarse approximation matrices were of size 8 × 8. The original images were compressed retaining in all cases 15% of the largest transformed coefficients in absolute value, that is, they will all have the same compression rate as a rough estimate. We list the PSNR in Table 1 . The wavelets are named according to their properties: (D 2 − acc3 − bal) means a balanced multiwavelet of accuracy 3 with dilation matrix D 2 . Results improved with the order of accuracy of the wavelets; that is, for higher polynomial approximation order, the PSNR was higher, and therefore the MSE was smaller. We can also observe that for wavelets having the same accuracy, those having the polyphase lowpass filter property (LP) have a superior performance. At this stage it is difficult to predict what the final compression rates will be, but since multiwavelets are generalizations of wavelets, we think that these results may be improved by imposing more conditions in the construction of the multiwavelets. In Figure 8 we have the original Cameraman (detail) and in Figure 9 the reconstructed Cameraman (detail) with a balanced multiwavelet of accuracy 2 with dilation matrix D 2 and lowpass polyphase filter property (D 2 − acc2 − bal − LP) after retaining 15% of the largest coefficients of the multiwavelet transform.
We now present a comparison between the energy com- 
paction (in the fine detail subbands) of three well-known 1d wavelets and that of two multiwavelets. Image Lena was transformed with (i) Haar separable wavelet, (ii) Daubechies four separable wavelet, (iii) Biorthogonal symmetric 9/7 separable wavelet, (iv) multiwavelet D 2 − acc2 − bal − LP, and (v) multiwavelet D 2 − acc3 − bal. The number of steps taken, J, was such that there were 64 × 64 approximation coefficients: this means J = 2 for the separable wavelets, and J = 4 for the multiwavelets. We define the energy compaction ratio r as the energy of the detail coefficients divided by the total energy of the transform. We call this ratio r MW for the multiwavelet and r W for the wavelet.
LH, HL, HH (low-high, high-low, and high-high) is the usual notation for the detail coefficients of a separable wavelet, and LL (low-low) stands for the approximation coefficients.
Although formulae (30) and (31) look different, they are conceptually the same, they correspond to the energy of the fine detail subbands divided by the energy of all the wavelet coefficients. For example, in the case of Lena (256 × 256), in (30) the numerator has the sums of squares of 2(128 2 + 128 2 /2 + 64 2 + 64 2 /2) = 61440 fine detail coefficients. The numerator in (31) has the same amount: it corresponds to the sums of squares of 3(128 2 + 64 2 ) = 61440 fine detail coefficients.
Observe in Table 2 that the energy compaction ratio is lower for the multiwavelets. This indicates that the fine detail subbands keep little information, and that most of the information is concentrated in the approximation coefficients: if the coefficients are thresholded, we obtain many zeros in the fine detail subbands, which is good for compression. An appropriate coder should contemplate handling zerotrees codification for these multiwavelets.
CONCLUSIONS
A procedure for the construction of orthogonal nonseparable multiwavelets with quincunx decimation and lowpass polyphase filter properties has been given. The multiwavelets obtained are balanced and have different polynomial approximation orders. A graph of the two scaling functions associated to one multiwavelet has been obtained by means of a cascade algorithm, and the coefficients are given.
We have shown how image processing is achieved with these wavelets, how the original image is decomposed into two input images, we have given the analysis-synthesis formulae and illustrated the first steps of these transforms.
Once the image has been transformed, the coefficients are thresholded for compression. Experimental results show that for a same compression rate, image quality is higher for the multiwavelets wavelets having higher polynomial approximation order. And that for the same polynomial approximation order, the performance of the wavelets having low-pass properties is superior to the other multiwavelets.
Numerical results also indicate that the energy compaction in the fine detail subbands may be greater for the constructed multiwavelet transforms than for the conventional discrete wavelet transforms. This makes the multiwavelets a potential tool for image or video compression.
